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xFOREWORD
This document has been prepared in accordance with Appendix E,
Section 3.1.5 of Contract NAS 9-4841.
It is submitted in accordance with the requirements of Article II,
Item 9 of this contract. It is type I data and shall not be considered final
until approved by NASA or until 10 working days after delivery.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report documents the results of the Environmental Qualification
Test Program performed to verify the inherent capability of the design of
the T4/S-17 Scientific Data System to meet the performance and environments
(natural and induced) as specified in ASE-1175, "Qualification Test Program
Plan for the Apollo Scientific Data System".
A companion report, ASE-1455 "Qualification Test Report for the Apollo
X-Ray Astronomy Experiment (S-17)" presents the results on the qualification
testing of the S-17 Experiment. The EMI Sections of these reports are
common since this test was run with the experiment and Data System connected
in order to duplicate the flight configuration as accurately as possible.
I
2.0 GENERAL
2. 1	 Testing Description
Qualification of the Data System was somewhat complicated
by the fact that the two units making up the Data System, being located in
Command Module - Compartment "A" (Comp. A) and the Service Module -
Data Handling System (DHS), are subject to different environment specifi-
cations. Where environment specifications were the same for both Comp. A
and DHS, the two assemblies were tested as a unit and operational verifi-
cation was made using procedures applying to the total systems. Where
environments differed or had different levels, the Comp. A and DHS were
tested independently with separate operational verification test procedures.
This pertained also for post-environment testings. For scheduling purposes,
when an assembly was in an environment alone, it was post-environment
tested separately.
An additional complexity is brought about by the time sharing
requirement imposed upon the Data System. The Data System is required
to handle the data for two independent experiments, each requiring
different data handling components. To conserve spacecraft power, the
Data System was designed to energize only the components required to
handle the data for a given experiment. Consequently, when the environment
test plan specified the equipment to be on and operating, it necessitated
this time sharing requirement be implemented and is reflected in the operational
verification test procedures. This inherent characteristic of the Data System
is referred to in the document as modes. These operating modes are explained
in Table I.
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TABLE 1
DATA SYSTEM OPERATIONAL MODES
FROG REAL-TIME T4 experiment support and data handling
devises are ON and the data signal goes
directly to the transmitter, bypassing the
tape recorder. The transmitter is energized.
X-RAY REAL-TIME	 S-17 experiment support and data handling
devices are energized and the data signal
goes directly to the transmitter, bypassing
the tape reorder. The transmitter is
energized.
FROG READ-IN	 The same as Frog Real Time, except that
the data signal is recorded on the Data
System Recorder. The transmitter is not
energized.
X-RAY READ-IN	 The same as X-Ray Real-Time, except that
the data signal is recorded on the Data
System Recorder. The transmitter is not
energized.
TAPE RECORDER READ-OUT	 The Data System Reorder is reading out
to the transmitter which is energized.
None of the experiment data handling
devices are energized.
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Some environmental operational tests required data to be read-in
and stored on the Data System Recorder. Portions of the data were read-
out during the e-.avironment test to accomplish two things: (1) evaluate
the tape recorder performance during the read-out mode and (2) to equalize
the tape on the reels for handling purposes.
The remaining stored data was read-out of the Data System Recorder
after the environment test and recorded on the AS &E Ground Station Recorder
for evaluation and storage as a historical record.
2.2	 Testing Philosophy
The testing philosophy used in the preparation of the environ-
ment operational test procedures was to simulate, where possible, actual
mission operational procedures. For example, during the DHS Low Temp-
erature Test, main power was available to the DHS from the start of the
environment test. Main power supplies the power to the DHS heater temp-
erature switch, which activate the heaters at a specified temperature.
Though the main power was on for the benefit of heaters, the remaining
components in the system require additional commands to become energized.
The main power being applied at the start of the environment test corresponds
to Main Power being turned on at Post Launch, T + 30 minutes, as indicated
in the ASE Document ASE-1155, "Operational Requirements and Procedures
for Experiments S14 and S17 on Mission AS 205", paragraph 4.2.3.
This philosophy was maintained also, during the temperature-altitude
test. Mission operations were simulated by energizing the various operational
modes as explained in paragraph 1. 1. These modes were operated during a
temperature where: it was felt would be the most critical on the performance of
the equipment. Each mode was exposed to these critical areas.
Compartment A was to see two environments that could result in
mechanical destruction of the assembly or components. The re-entry
acceleration and shock tests were originally sequenced to be performed
after temperature-altitude environment test per document ASE-1175,
"Qualification Test Program Plan for the Apollo Scientific Data System
(S14, S17)". Request for deviation was approved by NASA/MSC to perform
these tests last.
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2.3	 Test Equipment
The equipment listed below is general support equipment used
throughout the qualification testing program. This list does not include the
environment test apparatus which is listed under the environment test
descriptions.
Calibration
Equipment Manuf4ctIlLer Model Serial No. Dates
Portable Test Data ConUol SLS--1 1 As Required
Set Systems
VDU Tester AS&E T-602-7 1 to
Oscilloscope Tektronix 312 A 1672 of
Power Supply Lambda LE101- E22243 It
FM
Digital United Systems 201 8646C to
Voltmeter
Audio Waveform 403 B 7504 of
Oscillator
Counter CMC 727 B "
Resistance General Radio 1650 A 9319 of
Bridge Co.
Wattmeter Bird 43 to
50 '	Load 80 A 6219 It
Power Supplies Power Designs, TW4005 AS&E 600-
Inc. 054-600-
038
Oscillator General Radio 1210-C AS&E 701-
009
Unit Power General Radio 1203-B AS&E 701-
Supply 009
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2.4 Operational Verification Tests
2.4.1	 Post Environment Operational Verification Tests
After exposure to each environment a post environ-
ment test was performed. This test was essentially a repeat of the Accept-
ance Test Procedure. These documents are listed below with the AS&E
number.
Items	 AS&E Document Number
Acceptance Test Procedure for 	 104-800-805
the Visual Display Unit
Acceptance Test Procedure for 	 104-800-809
Compartment "A" Assembly
Acceptance Test Procedure for 	 104-800-815
Apollo Scientific Data Handling
System
Acceptance Test Procedure for 	 104-800-811
Apollo Scientific Data System
2.4.2	 Environment Operational Verification Test Procedures
These tests were performed to verify the equipment
operation at nominal, low and high supply voltage levels during the environ-
ment when required. The paragraphs below describe the functions checked
by the test procedures for each of the major equipments.
2.4.2. 1 VDU
This procedure verified the operation of VDU meters.
Each meter was observed when stimulated by an input signal generated
within the VDU tester.
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2.4.2.2 Compartment "A"
1.
observation.
2.
commands.
3.
test points with DVM.
The following functions were checked:
Pushbutton switch lamp indications - visual
Control logic - equipment response to external
Power Supply outputs - monitoring appropriate
4.	 Digital Buffers - monitoring outputs with an
oscilloscope. The inputs supplied from the T4/S17 Portable Test Set.
S.	 Audio Buffer - monitoring output with an oscilloscope.
The input signal supplied from an audio oscillator.
b.	 Transmitter - output power monitored with a watt
meter.
2.4.2.3 Data Handling System
The DES was tested basically on end-to-end
performance, using simulated input signals generated by support equipment.
The data for an end-to-end test was stored in the DHS tape recorder (see
paragraph 2. 1) or transmitted in "Real Time" and stored on a facility tape
reorder. Where test points were available, black box outputs were monitored.
For components such as the accelerometers requiring a dynamic input stimulus,
the self test capability was utilized using simulated accelerations provided by
the accelerometer test box.
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2.5 Test Summary
The following environmental tests were performed;
Date
Low Temperature
VDU	 5-6 July 1966
Compt. A	 1-5 July 1966
DHS (attempt #1)	 2-3 August 1966
(attempt #2)	 6-7 August 1966
High Temperature
VDU	 7-8 July 1966
Data System	 9-16 August 1966
Pressure (Compt. A)	 5 August 1966
Thermal Vacuum	 17-24 August 1966
Re u t
Passed
Passed
Failed
Passed
Passed
Passed with
additional com-
ponentlevel
testing
Passed
Passed with
additional com-
ponent level
testing
Launch Acceleration
Compt. A
DHS
Random Vibration
Compt. A
DHS
Sinusoidal Vibration
Compt. A
DHS
Shock
Compt. A
DHS
25 August 1966
12 September 1966
26-27 August 1966
13-15 September 1966
1-2 September 1966
16-19 September i966
2 September 1966
19-20 September 1966
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
9
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2.5	 Test Summary - cont'd
ML Date
Humidity (Comet. A) 31 August 1966
1 September 1966
EMI 27 September 1965
7 October 1966
Acoustic Noise 10-11 October 1966
Oxygen Atmosphere 11-14 October 1966
(Compt. A)
Re-entry Acceleration 25-27 October 1956
(Comet. A)
Re-entry Shock 27-31 October 1956
Boulta
Passed
Passed with waiver
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
10
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2.6	 Failure Summary
Type of Cause of Corrective
Item Failure Date Action	
s
Accelerometer Limited output Mechanical 8/2 Repaired and	 -
at low temp. stop requalified
FCM Encoder No output at Insufficient 8/2 Insulated and	 -
low temperature external heating added heaters
Re-tested
Tape Recorder Loss of one of Exposure to 8/10 Continued	 =
two redundant elevated temp. testing with	 -
outputs during chamber good track	 _-
runaway
3 2K Reference Unstable Exposure to 8/10 Qualified	 =—
Oscillator elevated temp. prototype	 -=
during chamber unit and
runaway continued
testing
PCM Commutator Input power Exposure to 8/22 Qualified
regulator elevated temp. prototype
during chamber unit and
runaway continued
testing
1J,
3. 0 COMPARTMENT A LOW TEMPERATURE TEST
3.1 General
For expediency and test simplicity it was elected to test the
Visual Display Unit portion of the Portable Control Unit (PCU) indepen-
dently of Compartment A. Since Compartment A does no more than
interface signal wires to the VDU, it appeared reasonable to use this
approach. This, however, meant that the VDU would see the environment
twice. Once, when high and low temperature tested alone and again when
tested as part of Compartment A, (where it was needed to provide the
appropriate load for the VDU power supply mounted in the Compartment A
electronics box). The reader will find two separate discussions under
Uompartment A low temperature testing.
3.2 VDU Test Description
The VDU was placed in the pre-cooled environmental test
chamber located at ASE, see Table 2, and connected as shown in
Figure 1.
TABLE 2
TEST APPARATUS
Equipment	 Manufacturer
	
Model	 Serial No.	 Cal.. Dates
Environmental	 Tenny	 TNUF3-	 5923	 6/66
Test Chamber	 100350
Controller and	 Bristol	 TF-IT500	 65A-	 611/66
Recorder	 FF-3B	 23239
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13	 Figure 1
The chamber temperature was then maintained at O°F as shown in
Figure 2. The specimen was allowed to stabilize before being energized.
Operational verification was then performed. The specimen was removed
from the chamber and a post environment test was performed.
3. 3 VDU Low Temperature Test Results
There v., ere no failures during the operational verification test
while at temperature. The post environment visual test revealed no
evidence of deterioration and the post environment test was completed
satisfactorily.
3.4 Compartment A Low Temperature Test Description
The Compartment A was placed in the environmental test
chamber located at AS&F, see Table 2, and connected as shown in
Figure 3. The chamber temperature was then lowered until stabilization
of equipment temperature was reached at O oF as evidenced by the
resistance bridge measurement of the housekeeping thermistor located on
the Compartment A transmitter. The chambe as then maintained at OoF
and the operational verification test was performed after temperature
stabilization. The equipment was exposed to O oF as shown in Figure 4.
At the completion of this test, the equipment was removed from the
chamber and a post environment test was performed.
3.5 Compartment A Low Temperature Test Results
The equipment performance was satisfactory for the
operational verification test during environment. The post environment
visual check revealed no degradation of the hardware and all the data
from the post environment test was satisfactory.
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4. 0 DATA HANDLING SYSTEM LOW TEMPERATURE TEST
4.1 DHS Low Temperature Test Description
The DHS was placed in the temperature chamber located at
AVCO, Wilmington, Massachusetts and connected as shown in Figure 5.
See Table 3 for environment test apparatus used.
TABLE 3
ENVIRONMENT TEST APPARATUS
Eg4pment	 Manufacturer	 Model	 Serial No.	 Cal. Dates
Temperature	 American	 Alc-1	 439	 6/66
Chamber	 Research Corp.
Recorder	 Bristol	 1P12G565T- 63A17051	 6/66
Controller	 21-T62-T112-
T11
A pre-test check was performed at room ambient temperature to
verify equipment operation and performance. The chamber temperature was
then lowered and maintained until equipment stabilization was reached.
The chamber was then maintained at -60 OF and the DHS was energized to
perform the operational verification test procedure.
Problems as described in Paragraph 4.2 were encountered during
the operational verification test. It was decided at this point to abort
the test and to perform an engineering evaluation. As a result of the
decision, the chamber temperature was elevated to O oF and the equipment
temperature allowed to stabilize. A retest of the components that had
failed at the -6uoF temperature was performed and results indicated that
these components had recovered and again operated normally. Normal
operation was verified again during the post environment test.
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Further investigation and testing led to the design changes as
discussed in Paragraph 4. 2. These changes were incorporated in the
qualification unit and the low 4emperature test was repeated as shown
in Figure 6. Again a post environment test was performed and the unit
operated satisfactorily.
4.2 DI(S Low Temperature Test Results
T)-e first problems of the program were experienced during the
operational verification test at low temperature. These were not
catastrophic failures, but merely a degradation of performance during
this low temperature environment. The components in question were the
PCM Cor.imliAtator and one of three accelerometers, located in the Data
Handling System. Both components operated normally when returned to
rootr. ambient temperatures.
The PCM Commutator receives numerous digital signals and by a
system of motor driven commutators and electronic gates, generates
a serial digital output signal of suitable PCM format which contains all
the data for the 5-17 X-ray experiment that is eventually transmitted to
the ground stations. In addition to the serial digital output, the PCM
commutator generates timing pulses that are used within the data system.
It was loss of the PCM word train that occurred during the environmental
exposure. Th e commutator motors were running as evidenced by the
presence of the timing pulses as monitored within the system during the
test.
The accelerometer is one of three identical orthogonally mounted
accelerometers in the DHS and furnishes acceleration information
(± 2. 5 g's) for the Frog Otolith (T4/5-14) Experiment. At low temre-rature
the Z-axis accelerometer output limited when supplied with a self--test
input of greater than -0. 7 g's in the minus g direction. There was no
limiting -in the positive direction.
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These problems were reported to NASA (see Failure Reports Q3 and
Q4 in Attachments I and II), giving a description of the failures and the
corrective actions taken.
The changes for the PCM Commutator as mentioned in Paragraph 4.3
of the Failure Report Q4, were incorporated in the Qualification Unit cad
proved successful in the low temperature test re-run.
Attachment I is a copy of the failure report submitted, giving a
description of the accelerometer failure. However, the proposed course
of action, as indicated in this failure report was not followed. Rather
than continuing the qualification with the faulty unit, further testing was
held, as requested by NASA, to return the faulty unit to the vendor for
analysis and repair. The vendors report indicated that the mechanical
stop in the unit was n,-)t set properly. The vendor readjusted the stop
and rechecked the unit at -32 0C where correct operation was observed.
AS&E successfully performed additional temperature and vacuum tests on
the unit. The accelerometer was then Instal) ,--d in the qualification unit
for continuation of the qualification program. Normal operation was
observed during the low temperature re-run.
4.3 DHS Low Temperature Conclusion
Successful completion of the low temperature test re-run
verified the thermal design changes incorporated in the DHS.
The accelerometer malfunctions, though a random type problem
which could Dave been avoided by tighter quality control by the vendor,
initiated further testing at AS&E of all accelerometers at low temperature
to insure their proper operation.
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5. 0 DATA SYSTEM HIGH TEMPERATURE TEST
5.1 General
As in Paragraph 3. 1, the VDU received a separate high
temperature test for evaluation and again tested in Compartment A for
system evaluation.
5. 2 VDU High Temperature Test Description
The VDU was placed in the test chamber located at AS&E,
see Table 2, and connected as shown in Figure 1. The chamber was
raised to 160OF as shown in Figure 7. The VDU was exposed to this
temperature for 20 hours. At the conclusion of the exposure period and
while still at temperature the VDU was operated. The temperature was
returned to room ambient and a post environment test performed.
5. 3 VDU High Temperature Test Results
All operating test results were satisfactory and there was ..o
evidence of any deterioration during the visual inspection.
5.4 Data System High Temperature Test Description
The data system was placed in the temperature chamber, see
Table 4, located at AVCO, Wilmington, Massachusetts and connected
as shown in Figure 8.
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TABLE 4
ENVIRONMENT TEST APPARATUS
Equi ment	 Manufacturer	 Model	 Serial No.	 Cal. Dates.
Temperature	 American	 ARC-1	 S/N439	 6/66
Chamber	 Research Cora.
Recorder	 Bristol	 1PRG565	 SAN	 6/66
Controller	 KT	 63A17051
After an equipment operation check at room ambient, the chamber 	 =
temperature was raised to 160 OF as shown in Figure 9. The temperature
was expected to be maintained at 160OF for 20 hours, but after three hours
and forty-five minutes (3 hrs. 45 min. ), the temperature started a
gradual climb until it reached a peak temperature of 2350F_ The chamber
was then brought back and maintained at 160 0F. The chamber runaway
formed a thermal sawtooth of elevated temperature lasting a ..oration of
three hours and fifteen minutes (3 hrs. and 15 min.). Some problems
encountered during this test and subsequent tests were found attributable
to the elevated temperature.
After twenty hours (20 hrs.) at temperature, the operational verifi-
cation test procedure was performed. The chamber was returned to room
ambient after completion of the operational verification test for a total of
twenty-three hours (23 hrs.) of chamber temperature exposure.	 _=a=^
The specimen was removed when the chamber had returned to room
ambient and a post environment test was performed.
5. 5 Data System High Temperature Test Results
Two equipment malfunctions were revealed in the post
environment electrical test. The two troublesome components were the
Vector 32 KHz Reference Oscillator and the Leach Tape Recorder. These
were reported to NASA/MSC as failures.
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The tape recorder as explained in Failure Report 05 in Attachment III,
suffered a considerable attenuation of output signal on one track and
reduced signal to noise ratio on the other. This degradation of the
recorder was reported to the vendor and their response was that at high
temperature there is a breakdown of the binder on the tape. This results
in deposition of oxides on the tape recorder heads. This analysis was
later verified by evidence of improved performance after continued
operation of the recorder. In fact, signal to noise tests taken at later
dates indicated practically full recovery of one channel as compared with
the vendors acceptance test data as on the "Test Report on Leach Tape
Recorder S/N 1002" in Attachment III.
The reference oscillator failure report Q6 as shown in Attachment IV,
describes the failure and the course of action persued. The vendor
reported the failure occurred in the compensating network and the cause
of failure was due to a high temperature.
As explained in the failure report 06, the prototype unit was first
tested at loco temperature (-600F) and then tested at the specified high
temperature of 160oF, both to determine if the failure was caused by the
over-temperature (+235 0r) and provide the prototype reference oscillator
with an operating history. The prototype reference oscillator passed
these tests and was then installed in the qualification unit in order to
continue the qualification test program.
5.6 Data System High Temperature Test Conclusions
With additional tests performed on the prototype reference
oscillator to give it proper environment aging and the recovery of the
qualification tape recorder, the qualification testing was continued.
Approval of this procedure was obtained from the Experiments Office of
NASA/MSC .
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6. 0 COMrARTJN` 'NT  A PRESSURE TEST
6. 1 Compartment A Pressure Test Description
Compartment A alone, was placed in a BTU Engineering, Inc.
Pressure Chamber, Model AVL-1, S/N 475. The pressure was raised to
23. 5 psia and maintained at this pressure for 1 hour and 15 minutes.
There was no requirement to operate in this environment. At the con-
clusion of the exposure period the chamber was returned to room ambient
pressure and the unit removed. Immediately after removal from the
chamber, the Compartment A was visually inspected for crushing,
distortion or other damage that might be deleterious to proper operations
or serviceability In addition, a post environment test was performed to
check operational performance.
6.2 Compartment A Pressure Test Results
The post environment visual and operation test showed the
Compartment A capable of withstanding this environment with no damage
or degradation of performance.
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7. 0 DATA SYSTEM TEMPERATURE ALTITUDE TEST
7.1 Temperature Altitude Test Description
The Data System was placed within a specially built shroud
in a vacuum chamber, see Table 5, for environment test apparatus used,
located at AVCO, Wilmington, Massachusetts and connected as shown in
Figure 10.
TABLE 5
ENVIRONMENT TEST APPARATUS
Equipment
	
Manufacturer	 Model	 Serial No.	 Cal. Dates
Vacuum Chamber
Ionization Guage
Ionization Guage
Control
Temperature
Recorder
Avco/Rad
Veeco
Vacuum
Products
Bristol
TE1667	 4/66
RG-7SK	 S/NX27071	 4/66
S/NAF-3075-5 4/66
IM-IPG560 S/N654848	 4/66
Due to a limited number of wire feedthroughs for monitors in the
chamber, the operational test was performed to simulate actual mission
operational procedures as explained in Testing Philosophy, Paragraph 2. 2.
The real-time data and system recorded data was transmitted and stored
on a facility magnetic tape recorder at intervals throughout the test.
This procedure provided and end-to-end type test with the data preserved
on a tape for future evaluation and storage.
Figure 11 shows the chamber performance throughout the test; the
chamber maintained the environmental requirements of 1 x 10-6 psis and
the temperature cycling from 160 OF to O°F and back to 160 OF for sixteen
90 minute cycles.
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Figure 11
1455
The equipment was on and operated from the start of the temperature
cycling until the chamber temperature and pressure were returned to room
ambient. A post environment test was performed after the equipment was
removed from the chamber.
7.2 Data System Temperature - Altitude Test Rest•lts
No operational problems were apparent during the environment
test, however, the post environment visual check revealed the presence of
an oily substance that appeared on the Compartment A door, and the pout
environment operational test revealed the loss of outs. '.t from the PAjkl
commutator located in the DHS.
The oily substance on the Compartment A door, which was in the
closed position during the environment, appeared just in front of the tape
recorder "STOP" pushbutton switch. The indicator light in this switch was
ON throughout the environment test, except when the DHS tape recorder
was in the read-in or read-out mode. An investigation was made to
determine the source of the substance. Disassembly of the switch found
the source to be an acrylic legend in front of the lamps within the switch.
A test report of this behavior was submitted to NASA/MSC for information
and for a recommended course of action.
Evaluation of the recorded data taken during the environment test
verified the loss & the PAM commutator output which occurred in the
sixth temperature cycle as explained in failure report 08 of Attachment V.
Subsequent testing showed the loss of output was caused because the
motor was not running. The vendor analysis of the failure fcnnd an opening
between emitter to base in the input power series voltage regulator. The
vendor believed the failure to be caused by stressing due to an exposure to
elevated temperature. The prototype commutator was environment tested to
give it the same environment history as the Data Handling System. The
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prototype unit survived this testing and was installed into the Data
Handling System Qualification Unit for continuation of the test program.
7.3 Data System Temperature - Altitude Test Conclusions
No other problems other than those mentioned in Paragraph 7. 2
were encountered as a result of this temperature-altitude test. Although
the test was marred by the failure of the PAM commutator, confidence to
the equipment was restored when subsequent testing verified that the
commutator was over-stressed by the high temperature exposure during the
elevated temperature test. NASA/MSC approval of this test procedure was
obtained.
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S. ' Data Sy teal Launch Ac^celeratiozi Test Descr.- ption
The levels for this test are tttc same for both Compartment A
anC the Data Handling System, but due to a capacity limitation of the
acc^-Ieration table, each unit was tested separately.
The equipment was tested on a Genesco Model E-135 Rotary
Aoc-elerat:.r SJ1t3 `rt ate-'- s AVC0 in Wil:rington, Massacnusettm. Using
a_ Berke l. . Model 7350 Eput and Timer S/N RAD -231 for fnonitonng the
RPM, tnE un .^	 was expose: to an acceleration along an axis
parallel to	 6Ovcc-.zgr8f4 lortyi uditnal axis.	 increased linebriy from
TABLE 6
G'S VS. RPM rOR A 67" RADIUS
G's	 RPM
1	 22.9
2
	
32.4
3	 39.7
4	 45.9
5	 51.2
6	 56.1
The equipment during this test was no, required to operate, j,-wevc r,
to simulate actual flight conditions where the Frog Life Support is required
to be energized during launch, the Compartment A was connected as shown
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in Figure 12 a. A strip chart record was used to monitor the Frog Life
Support switch during the acceleration period. Since the Data Handling
System does w mciwo than interface the Frog Life Support vi es, no
such test was performed during acceleration.
A post envirui:ment V3 it war verformed on both units.
S. 2 Data Syste.., Launch Acceleratio n Test Results
Neither Compartment A nor the Data Handling System exhibited
any degradation mechanically or operationally as a result of the acceleration.
The strip chart monitor of tie Frog Life Support switch showed no evidence of
,switch contact separation.
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9. 0 DATA SYSTEM SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION AND SHOCK TEST
9.1 Data System Sinusoidal Vibration and Shock Test Descriptif a
Both Compartment A and the Data Handling System were
packaged in their separate shipping containers for the sinusoidal vibration
and shock tests.
Each unit was indi •%idually placed on the shake table, see Table 7,
and held in place with web straps. The test was performed at AVCO,
Wilmington, Massachusetts.
TABLE 7
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST APPARATUS
Equipment	 Manufacturer	 Model	 Serial No.	 Cal. Dates
R	 Shake Table	 Ling Electronics	 182	 17
Spectral	 Unholtz Dickie	 E-105	 3165-4-2	 5166
Controls	 & 2 1 66-6	 5166
Oscillograph	 CEC	 5-123	 3166-5	 S/66
Accelerometer	 Endevco	 2213C	 JA08	 8166
The vibration test cycle consisted of a sinusoidal excitation with the
frequency ranging logarithmically from 5 to 500 Hz and back to 5 Hz in
15 minutes. This cycle was repeated again for the same axis. The test
was repeated twice with the direction of vibration at 900 each time so that
three mutually perpendicular directions were exposed to excitation.
Since both Compartment A and the Data Handling System in their
respective packages weighed more than 50 pounds, but less than 300
pounds, the test levels were as shown in Table 8.
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TABLE 8
SIN USCIDAL VIBRATION LEVELS
5 to 26.5 Hz
	
2G. 5 to 52 Hz
	
52 to 500 Hz
+1.30g
	
0. 036 in DA	 +5.0
Tolerances:	 Frequency ± 2%
Amplitude + 10%
Each unit without being removed from its shipping container was then
separately placed on a 500 pound shock machine for the drop test at AVCO
in Wilmington. Massachusetts.	 See Table	 9 below for equipment used.
TABLE 9
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST APPARATUS
Equipment Manufacturer	 Model Serial No. Cal. Dates
500# Shock AVCO/RAD	 SM 030 7224
Machine
Cathode Columbia	 4000 R 1504 12/65
Follower Researcn Tabs
Calibrator Ballantine Labs	 420 1302 3/66
Bandpass Krohn-Hite	 330-M 1312
Filter Corp.
Oscilloscope Tektronix	 535 7910 5/66
Preamplifier Tektronix	 53/54D 1961 4/66
Plug In
Accelerometer Endevco	 2213C JA04 811/66
The test was performed to generate a shock of 30 g for 11 + 1 milli-
second producing a half-sine waveform.
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When both phases of the test were completed the shipping containers
were opened, the units removed and inspected for any mechanical or
structural failures. Both Compartment A and the Data Handling System
were given a post environment test.
9. 2 Data System Sinusc,idal Vibration and Shock Test Results
9. 2. 1	 Compartment A
All vibration levels were maintained within the
specified :imits for all axis. However, the table accelerometer saw a
transient appear on traces for all three axis. This phenomenon was
attributable to a combination of the vibration system and the table configur-
ation. Figure 13 a is the scope trace of the shock half -sine waveform typical
for all three axis.
No degradation either structurally or electrically was observed during
the post environment testing of Compartment A.
9. 2. 2	 Data Handling System
iJI vibration levels were maintained within the
specified limits for all three axis. Some low level -3sonances occurred
between 200-490 Hz, but these levels were within the amplitude tolerances
on three axis. A dip of approximately 3 g's at 43 Hz was observed on the
table accelerometer when testing on the radial axis. The source of this dip
is unknown since it appeared only cnce out of four scans of this frequency.
Figure 14 is the scope tracer of the shock half-sine waveform.
No degradation either structurally or electrically was observed during
the post environment testing of the Data Handling System.
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10. 0 DATA SYSTEM R.'1NDOM VIBRATION TFSi
10. 1 Data System Random Vihration Test Description
For this test the equipment was fastened to a base plate and
mounted on a shake table located at AVCO, 'Wilmington, Massachusetts,
see Table 10 for equipment used. The equipment was fastened to the base
plate using attach-points intended for installati ,?n in the spacecraft. The
base plate was mounted directly on the table for one axis and the other
two axes required the use of a slip table.
TABLE 10
EN`.'IRONMF:NT TEST APPARATUS
E q uipment	 Manufacturer	 Model	 Serial No.	 Cal. Dates
Shake	 Ling
Table
	
rAectronics
	
182	 S^1 17
Spectral	 Aer,1 Geo.	 RM101A	 S/N3166-	 G6
Analyzer	 Astro	 2/3 h 4
Accelerometer	 Fndevco	 22130	 S/NJA08	 8/66
The testing was performed on a load equalized shaker for a period of
2-1/2 minutes for the Data Handling System and 15 minutes for Compart-
ment A, along each of the three mutually perpendicular spacecraft axes.
Filter bandwidths were used as shown in Table 11.
TABLE. 11
FILTER BAN901IDTHS
Frequency	 Bandpass Filters
20 - 400 Hz	 12. 5 Hz
4()0 - 800 Hz	 25. 0 Hz
800 - 2000 Hz	 50. 0 I-Iz
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Compartment A was tested with an additional requirement. As during
.' , launch acceleration test, a strip chart record was made during vibration
periods on all three axes of the Frog Life Support switch, see Figure 12b.
This was monitored to indicate the effects on the switch contacts during
vibration.
At the -,ompletion of testing both assemblies were inspected for failures
and post environment tests performed.
10. 2 Data System Random Vibration Test Results
10. 2. 1	 Compartment A
Plots recorded for each axes of Compartment A during
the test are shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17. These plots represent a 15
second sampling duration of the control accelerometer.
A minor mechanical problem was exhibited during the post environment
test as a result of the vibration test. Some metal chips were found scattered
on top of the VDU. These chips were found to be portions of the nickel
plating on the washers that make up the door latches on Compartment A.
Another mechanical problem was found during the post environment
electrical test; a loss of audio tone from the VDU ear piece. This loss of
signal was caused by incorrect mating of the ear piece cable connectcc.
Examination of the Frog Life Support switch monitor recorded during
the tangential axis, indicated two short power interruptions of 2 milli-
seconds each. During each interrupticn there was a voltage drop of
approximately 8 volts.
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10.2.2
	 Data Handling System
Plots recorded for each axes of the DHS are shown
on figures 18, 19 and 20. These plots represent a 15 second sampling
duration of the control accelerometer. ?vote that ror testing this assembly
it becomes necessary to perform the test in bands to cover the enLire
frequency spectrum. To insure maximum capacity of vibration, a ctit and
try system was utilized. A band of frequencies was selected, tried and
then reduced in bandwidth until a range of frequencies cf the required
power was obtained. This resulted in many stops and starts, and in many
cases reducing a bandwidth after it was found that the limits of the shaker
were being exceeded after several minutes of running at a given bandwidth.
The post environment tests found the DHS still ca pable of meeting
the s pecified requirements.
10. 3 Data System Random vibration Test .=,onclusicns
Outside the two minor mechanical problems encountered on
Compartment A, the performance of both Compartment A and the DHS was
satisfactory.
Immediately after the discovery of the flaking of the door latch
washer a change was put into effect, changing the latch washers on the
flight units to stainless steel. It was a situation of an Engineering Change
Order that had not caught up with the hardware that resulted in the mal-
function of the VDU ear piece connector. Retesting was not necessary
since neither of these changes altered the structural configuration. Nor
were they considered failures since one change had been recognized prior
to the environment test and the other was a design improvement,
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11.0 COMPARTMENT A HUMIDITY ENVIRONMENT TEST
11. 1 Compartment A Humidity Test Description
The Compartment A assembly was placed in the Humidity
Chamber, see Table 12, at AVCO in Wilmington, Massachusetts. The
environment was controlled to meet MIL-E-5272" 34, Proc. 1.
TABLE 12
TEST APPARATUS
Equipment	 Manufacturer	 Model	 Serial No.	 ;;ail. Date s
Humidity	 Tenny Engin-	 64TR-0200	 S/N2747	 7/66
Chamber	 eering Corp.
Controller	 Bristol	 2SI500-01	 S/N647798	 7/66
Recorder	 Bristol	 2T500FFs 4- S/N647798	 7/06
313
Priot to the start of the test the chamber was to be between 68 0 and
100 0F with un:;ontrolled humidity. Gradually increase the temperature to
122 0F during th . first 2 hour period and maintain during the next 6 hour
period. During the following 16 hour period the chamber temperature should
:)e gradually reduced to between 68 0 and 100 O F which constituted one
cycle. The relative humidity throughout the entire cycle should be 9S%.
At the conclusion of ore cycle, the equipment should be returned to
amuient conditions. Moisture should be removed by turning the equipment
upside down and/or wiping. The equipment then operated and inspected
to applicable requirements within 1 hour after completion of the
environment test.
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11. 2 Compartment A Humidity Test Results
Compartment A was exposed to the environment as indicated in
Paragraph 11. 1, but not without some difficulties, g ee Figure 21
for chamber response. The environment test was started per the procedure
the chamber brought up to 122 07 at humidity. The chamber maintained this
environment for 2 hours before a malfunction developed in the chamber and
the humidity dropped to 35AU and maintained this condition for the next 11
hours before the chamber problem was rectified. The chamber continued at
specified temperature and humidity for B hours. Rather than remove the
specimen from the chamber at the scheduled time the speciment was left
in the chamber and another cycle started. The specimen was then removed
from the chamber after an additional 16 hours - the chamber temperature
was at 9901' with 95% humidity. This procedure gave a 24 hour total test
time at specified levels.. However, the specimen saw 2 cycle starts as
shown in Figures 21 and 22, and was removed from the chamber at test
completion at a temperature higher (99 0F) than room ambient but still
within the specification limits (68 OF to 100 0F). The unit was inspected and
successfully passed an operational test immediately after removal from the
chamber.
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12. 0 COMPARTMENT A OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ENVIRONMENT TEST
12. 1 Compartment A Oxygen Atmosphere Environment Test Description
The Compartment A was placed in the test chamber located at
NASA/MSC Houston, Texas and connected as shown in Figure 23, using test
equipment as shown in ':able 13.
TABLE 13
TEST APPARATUS
Equipment Manufacturer Model Serial !,1o. Cal. mates
Spacecraft Environment 40-200
Environment Eng. Corp.
Simulator
Power Supply Kepco SEA-30- C-31224 2;'17/67
1 S M
Digital Non-Linear 489 A 852 11/14/66
Voltmeter Systems
Wattmeter Electro Impulse DNf-10 TC,- 15313 11/18/66
The chamber was pumped down to remove the ambient air. 100°/, oxygen
was released into the chamber at 5 + 0. 5 psia and maintained at this rrPssure
for 40 hours. After 28 hours the chamber temperature was raised to 1600r
and maintained for a 2 hour period --then returned to room ambient for the
remainder of the test period.
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	 Figure 23
The duty cycle for the unit under test to be operated during environment
was 1/2 hour on and 1 hour off. At completion of the environment test the
chamber door was opened and the chamber checked for obnoxious odors and
toxic gases. The specimen was then inspected for visible burning and
deterioration of seals or lubricants. In additLn, a post environment test
was performed to check the perfor Nance.
12. 2 Compart:-iei^, A Oxygen Atmosphere 'Test Results
Figures 24, 25, 2(, and 27 show the tennperature and pressure
performance of the chamber.
The oerformance of Compartment A throughout the environment test
was normal. No obnoxious odors or toxic gases could be detected at test
completion. The post environment test found no degradation or deteriorations.
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13.0 DATA SYSTEM ACOUSTIC NOISE ENVIRONMENT TEST
13. 1 Data System Acoustic Noise Test Description
The Compartment A and the Data Handling System were tested
separately, each having different environment levels. Each unit was
suspended with bun-jee cord 'n the center of a reverberation chau,ber,
located at NASA/MSC in Houston, Texas. The chamber was controlled with
a Bruel and Kjaer Audio Frequency Spectrum Analyzer and Graphic Level
Recorder. The environment was monitored, using 1/2 inch B&K capacitor
microphones and 1 inch crystal microphones.
A reverberation type chamber made it unnecessary to orient the
unit under test in more than one axis, consequently only one 10 minute
burst was required for each unit.
13. 2 Data System Acoustic Noise Test Results
The test records recorded during the tests are shown on Figure 28.
Compartment A and Figure 29, Data Handling System. It can be noted
from Table 14 that at 6300 Hz the level is down approximately 8 db. The
level was a function of control and not one of power. The overall sound
pressure was maintained. Likewise, for the Data Handling System it can be
noted in Table 15 that at the high end of the frequency spectrum the levels
are at most 14 db high.
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TABLE 14
ACOUSTIC NOISE DATA
COMPARTMENT A
Measured Spectra
1/3 Oct. Band	 SPL, db	 Desired
Cent. Freg. Cps.	 Mic. " A "	 Mic. "D"	 SPL db
40 100.0 101.0 101
50 112.0 110.0 105
63 116, 0 115. 0 114. 5
80 112. 0 114.0 115. 5
100 113, 0 113.0 111. 5
125 114. 5 115.0 112. 5
160 11Fj. 0 116.0 116.0
200 116. 0 117.0 116. 0
250 114.0 116.0 115. 0
315 113. 0 115.0 116.0
400 112. 0 113.0 114.0
500 110.0 109.0 112. 0
630 108.0 107.0 108.0
800 105.0 105.0 106.5
1000 103.0 1.04. 5 105.0
1250 102. 5 103.5 103. 5
1600 102. 0 103.0 103.0
2000 99. 0 100.5 101.0
2500 100.0 100.0 100.0
3150 100.5 101.0 100.5
4000 100.0 101.0 99.0
5000 9E.0 100.0 101.0
6300 94.0 95.0 102.5
OA 125.0 126.0 125
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TABLE 15
ACOUSTIC NOTE DATA
DATA HANDLING SY3TEM
Octave Band Desired Measured Spectra
Center Freq. Spectrum SPL, db
(ops) SPL, db Mic.	 5 W,ic.
16 127. 5 128. 0 126. 0
31 134. 0 137. 0 136. 0
63 140. 0 140. 0 141. 0
125 138. 5 140. 0 13S. 0
250 138. 5 140. 0 139. 0
S00 135. 0 137. 0 137. 0
1000 128. 0 131. 0 131. 0
2000 121. 0 126. 0 125. 0
4000 114. 0 122. 0 121. 0
8000 106. 0 120. 0 121. 0
Overall 147. 0 147. 0 146. 5
E7
The reason the level is high for one test and low for the other was
due to the sound transducers used. The overall sound pressure levels for
Compartment A was too low to be handled with an air modulator which is
the normal sound source for the chamber. To test Compartment A, the
chamber was reconverted to use cone type transducers. The Data Handling
System was tested with the air modulator transducer.
	
_i
Each unit passed the visual and operational test after the environment
exposure.
14.0 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE TEST
14. 1 Test Equipment
See Table 1 G.
14. ? Test Description
For this test the X-ray Experiment and the Data System were
interconnected and tested together at AW" 30 in Lawrence, Massachusetts.
pest setup is shown in Figure 30. To completely test the Data System,
portions of the E> 'I test were repeated to check each of three Data System
operational modes, namely:
Frog Real Time,
X-ray Read-In,
Tape Recorder Read-Out.
The X-ray Experiment was operated only during the X-ray Read-In
mode; however, it was E o bjected completely to all required tests.
Tests were performed in accordance with MIL-I-26600 as modified
by ASPO-ENTI-10A for .;:ass I equipment. Test equipment, configuration
and procedures complied with all requirements contained therein.
14. 3 Tests Included, in Sequence
1.	 Conducted Interference - Radio interference voltages, in the
frequency range of 0. 015 to 25 Mc/sec. were measured on the system
input power lines. A minimum of three :measurements per octave were made,
the measurement frequencies being selected by sweeping the octave band
and determining the point- . of highest interference.
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TABLE 16
TEST Er`uip%TENT
E ;uipment Manufacturer	 Model No. Serial No. Cal. Dates
Noise ^ Field Erapire Device
	
NF-105 4 81 8/66
Intensity Meter
14-150 KC TX 3330 8/66
Tun i.:ig Unit
15-30 N,4 C TA 481 8,166
Tunina Unit
20-200 MC 71 481 8/56
Tuning Unit
200-400 MC T2 481 8/66
Tuning Unit
400 MC - 1 CC T3 481 8/66
Tuning Unit
uHF In-pulse IC-115 219 8 166
Generator
N icrowave Polarad FIM-B 1625 8/66
Field Intensity
Meter
Power Supply FIM-P 1625-1 8 /66
1-2. 24 GC FIM-L 1625-2 8/66
Tuning Unit
2. 14-4. 34 CC FIM-S 1625-3 8/66
Tuning Unit
4. 2-7. 74 GC FIM-M 1625-4 8/66
Tunina Unit
736-10GC FIM-X 1625-5 8/66
Tuning Unit
Signal Generator Hewlett 606 A 6657 6/66
50 KC-65 %1C Packard
Signal Generator 608 C 247 5!66
10-480 MC
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Equipment Manufacturer Model No. Serial No. Cal. Dates
Signal Generator Hewlett 612 A 12 6/66
450-1200 MC Packard
Special Purpose 1670-F 315 9/66
Receiver
53-260 MC
4. 2-7.74 GC Polarad CA-M AF 162.9-09
Antenna
1. 0-2. 4 GC CA-L 133
Antenna
2.14-4. 34 GC CA-S 131
/'antenna
7. 36-10 CC CA-X 134
Antenna
4.2-10 MC CA-R 134
R?flector
3road sand CA-B 128
W
A
=
Antenna
Tape Recorder MIN COM
Isolation Sola 6220-1A
Transformer
Audio Fc.vlrtt 200 CD 595
Oscillator Packard
Oscilloscope Tektronix 535 7019 9!66
Line Stabilizer Filtron FRS-701A 892-35
Unit
" 892-22
Coaxial Bird 8033 15674
Resistor
SO
" 14564
Attenuator Kay Electric 201 K587C 6/66
1-41 db
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2. Radiated Interference - Radiated interference fields emanating
from the equipment were measured over the frequency range 0. 015 to
1 000 Mc/sec. Measurement frequencies were selected as in (1) above.
Both broad hand and narrow band ;measurements were made.
3. Antenna Conducted - Transmitter heydown - The transmitter
was operated into a dummy load. Measurements of spurious and harmonic
power output were then made over the frequency range of 0. 15 to 10, 000
Mc/sec.
4. RF Conducted Susceptibility - An RF signal of 100, 000 micro-
volts - from a 50 ohm source - was applied over a frequency range of
0. 015 to 10, 000 Mc/sec. to the input power lines through the line
stabilization network. The equipment was then operated in the X-ray
Record and Frog Real Tirae modes. During the X-ray mode the experiment
calibration cycle was energized continuously to obtain the most reliable
performance indication. The Data System acquired experiment data in the
normal flight manner and this was transmitted via coax to a tape recorder
and recorded for subsequent data analysis at AS&E.
5. Audio Conducted - A sinewave audio frequency signal of 3
volts rms was applied between the ungrounded input power lead and
cTround. Frequency was varied from 50 to 15, 000 cps. The test was
performed in each of the Data System modes as in (4) above.
G.	 Transient Conducted - Fifty volt pulses with a time width of
10 microseconds and a repetition rate of 10 pulses per second were
conducted onto each input power lead. This test was performed in each
of the Data System modes outlined in (4) above and the data recorded for
analysis.
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	7.	 Radio Frequency Radiated - The equipment was subjected to a
radio frequency established by generating a 100, 000 microvolt signal
across the test antenna terminals. The frequency range covered was 0. 015
to 10, 000 Mc/sec. Data was recorded as in (4) above.
11. 4 Test Results
	
1.	 General - Specification limits were exceeded somewhat in
conducted interference, radiated interference, and audio conducted
susceptibility tests. Performance on all other tests was satisfactor..'.
These results were discussed with NASVMSC representati l . • es and it was
determined that the values were not suffi::iently out of spec to warrant a
redesign effort. Hence, a waiver to the test specs was requested by AS&F
and granted by NASA. (See Attachment "I).
2.:.onducted Interference - The measured broad band conducted
interference levels for all three modes of operation are shown in Figures
31 - 33. In each mode the levels exceeded the specifications at
frequencies around 1 to 2 Mc./sec (Figures 31b, 32b, 33b). Two Filtron
SP-226 interference filters were then temporarily inserted in the Compart-
ment A input power lines and the interference levels again measured in one
of the modes (Frog Real Time). As shown in Figure 34, all levels were thus
reduced to a minimum of 25 db below the spec limit. Measurements were
not repeated in other modes since the intent was only to determine the
effect of a typical RF filter_ Subsequent analysis of the redesign required
to incorporate the filters and discussion with NASA regarding the levels
obtained without filters resulted in a waiver being requested and granted.
	
3.	 Radiated Interference - The measured broadband radiated
interference levels are shown in Figure 35. The spec limits were
exceeded at several frequencies in each of the three modes of operation.
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Irnves,iyatlon was made to determine the source of raniation, This
revealed the major source to be the unshielded interconnectinq cables
(which AS&F is not supplying for flight and hence were not part of the test
specimen). The cables were thus wrapped with aluminum foil and the
measurements repeated over the pertinent frequency range. The resulting
data is shown in Figure 36. As shown, all levels were brought below
specifications except one point in the Frog Real Time mode (Figure 36a),
and two in the X-ray Record mode; (Figure 36b). T-iese three points were
only slightly over spec.
A search was also made for narrow band interference signals from
0. 014 Mc/sec to 10, 000 Mc /sec. Only three signals were detected, two
of which exceeded the specification somewhat, namely:
?.?mac?	 Frea(212)_Detected Level (db v)	 Spec Limit (cib v)
Frog Real	 247	 39.1	 31.j
Time
Frog Real	 494	 24.1	 3G. 0
Time
Recorder	 247	 41.1	 31.
Readout
Investigation indicated that the interference sicTn9ls were emanating
from the transmitter coax ca'..-le and 'TNC connector.
The above results were presented to NASA and a waiver was obtained.
4.	 Antenna Conducted - Transmitter Keydown - The transmitter
fundamental power output was measured at 144 db above one microvolt
(6 watts) in each of the following three modes of operation: Real Time
(unmodulated), Frog Real Time, and X-ray Real Time. Therefore, the
specification requires that the spurious and harmonic power cutput be at
least (80 + l0log 6) or 87. 8 db below the fundamental. As shown in
80
Figure 37, signal- detected were at least 95 db below the fundamental,
whicl, is we;l Y, , ithin specification.
5.	 Susceptibility - Prior to the start of susceptibility tests,
several X-ray Calibration cycles were performed in the X-ray mode and the
Frog mode was activated. The data in each mule was recorded on
magnetic tape for subsequent system perforii;ance comparison. The X-ray
Calibrate cycle was then activated continuously throughout the X-ray mode
susceptibility tests. The tape was annotated to identify each test, test
levels, and test frequencies. At the conclusion of the tests the data was
played ba,.k and analyzed from two standpoints. First, the ,actual values
of sele:;ted measurements were determined and compared to speci i:3tions.
Second, the recce-ts from each portion of the test ,r , ere compared to eaci:
other and to the pre-test rec uds to detect any anomalies, particularl,.
noise. Selected signals, such as VCO outputs, PCM train and the PAM
commutator output were analyzed in this manner. No discrepancies were
not_,- d and all values were within specifications. The RF radiation did not
pause any ci-^gradation in performance and the values obtained in the
ca liJration cycles agree within allowable limits.
One system malfunction did occur during the audio conducted
susceptibility test. A Compartment A relay dropped out when the required
3 volt rms signal was conducted on the input power lines at frequencies
bet4veen 70 and 140 cps. Flowever, this had no effect on the data or
system performance since the relay only lights a lamp, indicating either
read-in or read-out of the tape recorder. Further testing was performed by
sweeping at reduced le-els to determine the voltage levels that could
be su_cained without relay dropout. The results are shown in Figure 38.
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15. 0 COMPARTN;ENT A RE-ENTRY ACCELERATION TEST
15. 1 Compartment A Re-Entry Acceleration Test Description
The Compartment A was mounted on the rotary accelerator
located a' AVCO in Wilmington, Massachusetts, see Paragraph 8. 1 for
equipn,ient used. The unit was accelerated for 30 seconds with a 20 g
acceleration applied in 3 orthogonal axes in two diametrically opposite
directions. The unit was not required to operate after exposure to this
environment, however, the unit was inspected for loose mounts and for
any loose parts to be contained within the equipment envelope.
15. 2 Compartment A Re-Entry Acceleration Test Results
Subsequent operation testing found the Compartment A
operational and the unit had maintained mechanical integrity.
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16. 0 COMPARTMENT A SHOCK TEST
16. 1 Compartment A Shock Test Description
The unit was mounted on a 500 pound shock machine located
at AVCO in Wilmington, Massachusetts, see Table 9 for equipment used.
The unit was to see a ter ninal peak sawtooth shock pulse of i 3 g (peak
5
amplitude). The test duration was to be 10 + 0 milliseconds, including a
decay time of not more than 10% of the total duration. The unit was not
required to operate after oxposure to this environment, however, the unit
was inspected for loose mounts a.id for any loose parts to be contained
within the equipment envelope.
16. 2 Compartment A Shock Test Results
Figure 13 b shows the pulse recorded during this environment.
It can be noted that the test conformed to the requirements except that the
peak shock exceeded the required amplitude by 4 g. The unit suffered no
mechanical degradation and maintained mechanical integrity. A post
environment operational check revealed the only malfunction to be the
inability of the tape recorder stop indicator on the VDU to come on when
required.
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Attachment 
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Name a6E P/N S 9	 i
Accelerometer 4b88-23-0 2 MCA-5-14 AS&E
Unico Ser. # 3
APOLLO FAILURE REPORT	 SDeteotFntlure: 66 I FR_ Q3
--- ----- ---- -- - - --	 —	
Month	 Dav l Year	
-	 -- -	 - -.
!'AILURE DC:E'..rED DI'RIN(1:
Inspection	 Fun•_tlona! Check 	 Acceptance	 Qualification — X 	 _-
FAILED EQUIPMENT:
j Electrontcs —X 	 Experiment	 Date handling	 X	 tromp A	 GSF
I Lnb un!t	 Quellttcatlon unit	 —	 night unit	 Flight spate	 --
FAILED ITEM.--- 	---	 ----- —	 -----
A'	 AS6r '/N	 Mt r F'N	 Manufacturer
I
^ Assrmbly
Subassembly
Circuit brvtrd
1• Sri
I*S RIPTI nN 0I FAILURE
Limiting of output voltage at the high end of X, Y, and Z Accelerometers within the
subassembly. Tests performed at -51
0
 C.
t
IFE,-T -)FFAILURE:
	 —
.rtxmance Iregraded ——X 	 Equipment not Functioning
P tSIHON 01 IAILEL t ITEM:
A^CUM -IME TO FAILURE:
14	 firs 30	 Mtn
REPAIR A' - 'TNON:
	
	 --- -- ---
PART REPLACEWNT
^_-	 AJW stment	 Part	 P L:	 S/N	 Migr	 —
dl?!: t•'kN1tLYUS!II' -+ N: 	 kepdir	 $crdp
	 Return  Vendor	 -X
ertitme-1 Ay
	 A—. epteo by
A r!S F. CtF lA1i."kC
I
See attached
See attached
A. M. Castellano, 8/15/6 6 Rel. & Q. A.
Q3 ZFE
i;ti:Ei2ICA` SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, IN
I:	 REPORT
,ico. In7	 Sca r. =356
nti..n o.` Faiiure
T^
 l	 ` , 
m ^'' a	
Y
o.v .^.^.;,;..^.Lr^ (-6v F) tests one of the three accelerometers
ia;i" to resporc to self-test inputs greater than - 0. 7 g's. Post
envirc: r.ert tests at room temperature revealed that the unit
functioned satlSIdCtOrlly.
2.	 of : a_lu re
—	 nk' own
5.	 O` .^^r Failure
None
Corrective Action
None at this time
S.	 Pronosed Course of Action
-	
3arring any catastropaic failure the qualification tests will be con-
'	 =	 tinued with the faulty unit and upon their completion the
_	
accelerometerwill be returned to the vendor for analysis of the
failure and repair.
-	
, •	 11J (.r,.
App'oved: )1- t ,
'Russell Gaull
Project Engineer
A
^-/^ "- ^ f": 	 C2 -
,ndre' M. Castellano
el. & Quality Assurance
John R. Waters
Project Director
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	APOLLO FAILU RE REPORT	 g Dateol Failure ,66 II FRm Q-4t
	
M	 Y	
—
FAILURE DE'rE.: TED DURING:
In+pection	 Functional Chaek	 Acceptance	 Qualification
1'AILFD EQUIPMENy7
Eirrtroalcs _^	 ExpaAment	 Date handling	 X	 t:cmp A	 GSE
Lab unit	 Qualification unit 	 X	 Fl.gh! unit	 Flight spate
FAILED ITEM:
Name	 ASSE P/K'	 AS&E S/N	 Mtgr. P/N	 Manufa^ttuet
Atiaembl;
`subassembly	 P. C. M. Encoder	 1050 A	 1	 2	 /59MXVA	 5—D_Crp__ .-. .der. 7 IG.
'Irr O tt [r-ntd
Part
'HIPTION Of FAILURE:
1
No P.C. M. word output at low temp test (-S1IC)
LFFE(-°T OF FAILURE : ---
	AC I'M TIME TU FAILURL:
Perl-irmance Dauraded	 X	 Equipment nit Funrtuninq 	 55	 Hrs	 Mtn
i !SPOSITION of FAILLL) ITCM
Engineering analysis to be done to determine disposition.
N1^iNAT^R:	 Oh n	 wsklBoczgr^Q_
o f iA;R A '11ON:
PART REPLACEMENT
Adjustment	 I	 Part	 t	 P 	 t	 S/N	 1	 1.1:41
+AILED PAPT 1-1. .` P'sS)TltiN:	 Repnn	 Scrap	 Rrtun t.-i Vendor
+:PAIR:
..rla med By
	
Accepted by
AUAE (A 1'AILURE:
See attached
'MHF''fl. r A Tl••iti.
See attached
A. M. Castellano, _Rol. 6QA. 8/8/66	 __.	 f	 T
Q4
A.V.E RIC'A'\ SCITNCE & ENGINEERING, INC.
7:1It u?? F POR T
Product: P,",;	 5-D Ser. =7210
1.	 De EL-:^ io , 0i_,;ilUrc
The POM encoder serialized output failed ' 3 appear at the - 60 r'
cj:,.!^ient lo-,-v te:r,neratLre test.
G: Failure
Although an external heater was used on the encoder it was found
to oe operating at-55 ° i which is approximately 50 OF below the vendors
,,Peci:ication. .he encoders' rather close thermal coL4-'Ring to the date
sys-zem base alate and the marginal quantity of power available F:e-
cl;.ded a sufficient temperature rise over ambient.
CorrectivaActicn
A ben , .h thermal study utilizing prototype hardware was run and two
fixes were proposed.
a. Relocate heater and increase its r•)wer.
t	
b.	 Add thermal isolators between the base plate and encoder
package.
4. Pr000sed C ourse of Act ion
The two fixes descried above will be incorporated and the low
temperature test wi.1 !)..^ repeated.
5. Actio : Corrective action per item 3 incorporated and tested at low
-)te:perature satisfactorily.
Approved:
 y^L •_t(^'^ ^l^w
Russell dull
'	 Project Engineer
A.
1"^66nndre
	
Castellano	 /	 Tohn R. Waters
'	 e'.. & Quality Assurance 	 Project Director
!_
IS
i-
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11.10OLL0	 F REPORT Date ofFailure0 l0	 66 r Q-5Mon th Day	 Year
FAILURE DETECTED DURING:
Inspection	 Functional Check	 _ Acceptance Qualification X
FAILED EQUIPMENT: XElectronics	 Experiment Date handling Comp A GSE
Lab unit	 Qualification unit	 x Flight unit Flight spare
FAILED ITEM:
Manufacturer
Subassembly
Circuit board
Name AS&E P/N AS&E SIN Mfgr. P/N
Assembly	 Tape Recorder	 1029	 2	 MTR-2110	 Leach Ser. # 1002
i
DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE:
s
1	 1)	 No output on one track
	
2)	 Degradation in signal to noise ratio in other track
Part
t F.FFECT OF FAILURE: 	 I ACCUM. TIME TO FAILURE:
Xf 'erformence Degraded
	 Equipment not Functioning
	 78	 Hrs. 3 0	 Mln.I
DISPOSITION OF FAILED ITEM:
I --
RIGINATOR: T. Boczenowski
REPAIR ACTION:
PART REPLACEMENT
Adjustment
	 Part	 P/N	 l
Repair	 Scrap	 Return to Vendor	 X
k	 'AIR:
Performed By	 Accepted by
(-USE OF FAILURE:
Temperature in chamber increased to 235 0FIor a period of two (2) hours.
See attached
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
See attached
D A. M. Castellano, Rel. & Q. A.
	 8/15/66
AMERICAN SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, INC.
FAILURE REPORT
Product: T_ ape Recorder Leach Ser. #1002
1.	 Description of Failure
Post high temperature data analysis revealed:
a. Loss of output on one track.
b. Noticeably degraded signal to noise ratio on the other track.
2.	 Cause of Failure
{
	
	 Attributable to the 3 hour over temperature exposLre at 235 F
experienced at AVCO.
3.	 Other Failures
Telephone conversations with Leach have revealed that much over-
temperature testing of the tape and transport has occurred and the typical
failure mode is a breakdown of the binder on the tape. This results in
i•	 deposits of oxide on the heads and in the ultimate case the tape actually
bonds to the head.
4.	 Corrective Action
None
rz:i	
S.	 Proposed Course of Action
The prototype tape recorder will be subjected to the identical
20 hour high temperature test. This will establis:, whether or not the
recorder failure is due to the extended period of over-temperature. Qual
tests will continue using the remaining operational track pending successful
completion of the 20 hour prototype test.
6.	 Action*ototype tey6t e. per,Item 5 and passed satisfactorily.
Approved:
R sell Gaull
Project Engineer
pJ^^	 ,,^66
Andre	 Castellano	 John R. Waters
Rel. & Quality Assurance	 Project Director
IL
Q5
A,,ENICAN SCIENCE AND ENGIM ERI,NG, INC.
11 Carleton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
Telephone (617) 868.1600
1 September 1966
TEST REr^RT ON LEACH TAPE RECORDER S. N. 002
Ob 'cave
T:nis recorder is installed in the S17 Data System Qualification Unit
and was subjected to an out-of-specification high temperature environment.
This present test is to measure the signal to noise ratio of the two channels
for comparison with original test data.
N^thod
The inputs to the tape recorder were shorted and the nit placed in
recc:d rnoda. The full 32 minutes -, tape was recorded. The tape was then
played back at the Normal 4:1 speed up ratio and the noise level on each
c;ne nel measured with a Hewlett Packard Model 3400A RMS voltmeter.
Data was taken during the whole E minute playback period. A second test
was run recording a signal on both tracks at constant amplitude.
Test Data
The RMS noise levels at the start, middle and end of the tape were:
Channel 1	 70	 130	 180	 millivolts
Channel 2	 42	 SO	 20	 millivolts
The signal level at the output was 1.50 RMS. The signal from Channel 2
was constant throughout the length of the tape. However, in Channel 1, the
output dropped to 0. 75 volts from the third to the sixth minute , but then recovered
to 1. 5 volts for the last two minutes.
Taking the worst case noise of 180 m y and 50 my for channels 1 and 2,
and allowing for the signal degradation in channel 1, signal to noise ratios
are calculated as:
Channel 1 SIN = 11.8 db
Channel 2 SIN = 2 9. 5 db
D# -
"1EKICAN SCIENCE AND ENGMERING, INC.
0:' :,7,.na1 Test Data
The :manufacturers test data on this unit obtained during acceptance
testing was:
Channel 2 SIN = 30 db
Channel 2 SIN = 32 db
A copy of the relevant pages of the ATP are attached.
Conclusions
The SIN specificat 4 on for to s recorder is 30 db sc that channel 2
is po-orming to this specification. Channel 1 shows evidence of degradation.
Thew results are consistent with the preliminary f.nformation transmitted
to NASA via Datafax in ASE-):.W-384 on 22 august 1966. Accordingly, AS&E
feels that to continue the Quali;ica-ion Testing with this recorder is
satisfactory since one channel is operating within specifications; the second
channel is redundant and provided to increase system reliability.
R. Gaull
	 j. R. Waters
Project Engineer	 Project Director
Attachment N
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scrapRepair
Accepted by
FAILED PAPI I,I,-PCrSITICiN
EPAIR.
i crlormea Ry
MI r
Peru". to--no'.
JAPOLLO FAILURE REPORT	 BD.te°"^`0 a: 66a ! FR- Q 6Month	 Day	 1 t 
FAILURE DE"E_^TED DURING:
Inspection	 FuacttonAl Check _	 Acceptance	 Quallttcatlun-- X
FAILED EQUIPMENT:
Electrenics
	 Expert. ient _	 Dori handling	 X	 Comp A	 GSE
t
Lab unit
	
	 C"NItticatt. Unit	 X	 Flight unit	 Flight spate
FAILED ITEM -- 	 --- 	 --
Name	 AS6£ P/N	 AS&t S/N	 Mtgr. PIN	 Manutarlturer
Assembly	 Ref. OSC-__
_
	 iO41A
	
2	 TRC 63AH
	
Vector Ser._ l 5__
Subassembly	 I
lrcult board	 I	 . --- --- --.-'
Pert	 —	
---- --
	 _ —_
'. r ESCR1PTION or FAILUREi
32 KC Reference oscillator unstable. Frequency varies from 30 KC to 33.6 KC
EFFECT of FAILURE:
	 I ACCUM TIME To FAILURE.
Perlormance Degraded
	
X	 Equipment not Functioning
	
65	 Hrs	 3 0 Mir.
DISPOSITION OF FAILED ITEM:1 Returned to Vendor for Engineering analysis
^URIGINAIg R:	 —J. Boczenov: ski
REPAIR ACTInN:
PART REPLACEMENT
AUSE of IAILURE:
Temperature in chamber increased to 235 0F for a period of two (2) hours.
See attached
17A --il,51T
See attached
A. M. Castellano, Rel. 6 Q. A.	 8/15/66
Q6
AMERICAti SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, INC.
FAILURE REPORT
'	 Product:
	
Reference Oscillator, Vector, Inc. Se-. 4135
1. Dosc iution of Failure
o
Post test analysis of high temperature (+ 160 F) data revealed that
the reference oscillator frequency had become erratically unstable. Post
environ.nent tests demonstrated that this was a permanent degradation.
2. Cause of Failure
iUnknown but thought to be attributarle to the 3 hour over-temperature
(235 0r) exposure at Avco.
3. Correc`i ve Action
Unit returned to vendor for analysis and repair.
4. Proposed Course of Action
The prototype reference oscillator will be exposed to the same
operating and environmental conditions as required by the qualification
test program. This will give the prototype unit the same operating history
as the failed unit and may demonstrate that the over-temperature (+ 235°F)
exposure was the responsible degrading factor. If thF prototype unit passes
'
	
	 these tests it will be installed in tae Qual Data System in order that overall
qualifications testing may continue.
5. Action:	 Prototype tested as indicated in item 4 and passed satisfactorily.
Approved:
I%Lssell Gull
Project Engineer
Andre M. Castellano	 John R. Waters
^
I
	Rel. & Quality Assurance	 Project Director
f
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Date of FailureAPOLLO FAILURE REPORT Mob 22 ay 615
F
	 FR- Q-8
A11.1I RE DTTE.:TED DURING:	 —V^—
Inspection	 Functional Check	 Acceptance	 Qualification	 X
FAILr.D EQUIPMENT:	 --
Lln, • t,r».4 s	 Experiment	 Deter handling	 x	 Comp A	 GSE
una	 Qualification unit	 x	 Flight unit	 Flight epete
FAIL-") ITLM.
AS6 S/N	 Mf	 PAN	 Manufacturer
Fart
C
I:+ESCRiPTION OI' FAII URL•
During thermal vacuum testing the commutator failed to operate when the system power
was turned on.
EFFF,'T OF FAILURE: 	 ACCUM TIME T:) FAILURE!
Prrfut:ran a Dp gradea	 Equipment not Functioning _x_	 37	 His 30	 Min
^'^P'^` I T 1ilN CIF FAILFD ITEM:
Unit was removed and returned to manufacturer for analysis.
It	 ?PIWNAtOP: j Bxzenows i
RF}'Alk A'.'TldNr
	
-	 PART REPLACEMENT	 --	 —
Adlus!ment	 Part	 F/N	 iN	 Mi i
IAVF.I) PART 1 .Sl If ISITI C N:	 Repair	 Scrap	 Return to Vendor	 X
PEPAIR:	 -
Fer'ormed AV
	
Ac.epted by
AtiSF (,I ! AILI'kL
The cause of failure is not known at this time.
Corrective action pending analysis of failure by manufacturer
A. M. _r,astellano,Rols^9:. = ! g= a6 =	 = = __--	 —
Name A56E P/N gr• — —
PAM Commutator 1043 2 ROSMB 3 th Dimension__ _ ^__
S/N 71344
Q 8
AMERICAN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, INC.
FAILURE REPORT
Product:	 PAM Commutator, Sth Dimension. S IN #7134W
1:	 Desc riot.ion o f T,iilure
Post tempe rature-altitude environmient testing revealed the loss of
t.-Ac- ?.a yl Commutator output. 	 Further testin; indic7tted the commutator
motor was not running. Processing tape recordings o: data accumulated
during temperature-altitude showed that the failure occurred during the
sixt'n cycle. The commutator had operated at 00F of the sixth cycle but
failed to come on at the beginning of the seventh (160 0F).
2. Cause of Failure
Series voltage regulator transistor with emitter to base open believed
to b^ attributable to the 3 hour elevated temperature (325 0F) exposure at Avco.
3. Correcti ve Action
Unit was returned to vendor for analysis and repair.
4. Proposed Course of Acton
The prototype commutator will be exposed to the low and high temperatures
and altitude to give this unit the same environment history as the failed unit.
If this unit passes these tests it will be installed in the qual data handling
system and qualification testing will continue .
Approved:	
'
Rlssell Gaul'
P.-o,ect Eng peer
Andre' V. Castellano
Rel. 6 Quality Assurance
J
i	 e U)a&,,^ojr,
 
in R. Waters
► oject Director
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SUPJEC *r CLN REQUEST FOR WAIVER ON EMI TEST'"
THE DAtA Yt11 SU?MITTFD FROM THE SOIT Eric QUALIFICATION TEST HAVE
Z^
O_ _U BEEN REVIEWED °Y MSC VILA APPROPRIATE SYSTEMS SPECIALIST AND NAA
z -,>
PFOPLF 4 IT WAS CONCLUDED THAT THE AMOUNT 9Y WHICH THE LIM 'TS HERE
z EXCEEDED VOULD NOT I4DANCER. THE EIPERIMENT OR SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS.
oc
w;k CONSEQUENII . Y,	 YOUR WAIVER REQUEST IS GRANTED. TOU SHOULD BE
E to -.^
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